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Under Section 84 of the proposed new lmurance Companies Act of Canada (Bill C-28), 

Canadian insurance companies will be able to issue subordinated indebtedness (debentures and notes) 

subordinate to insurance liabilities. Subordiaamd indebtrdness will be considered as part of the 

insurance company's T~r 2 capital. This note presents a formula for the expected rate o/return on 

shareholders' equity (R.O.E.) when an insurance company raises capital by issuing subordinated 

indebtedness. The RO.E. formula is also applicable to the case of raising capital by issuing 

nonconverdble preferred shares. 

First, we derive a R.O.E. formula for the case with no subordinated indebtedness. To fix ideas, 

let us iamxiuce two yields - a net rate for assets and a gross rate for liabilities: 

y = expee~d net yield on assets 

= expected investment yield rru'mas invesanent expenses (expressed as yield) 

g = total yield required to support the liability 

= interest rate for crediting the customer's account (for a product such as G.I.C. 

this int=est rate is normally determined by the marketplace) plus acquisition and 

maintenance expenses (expressed as yield) 

Suppose that, for each $1 that the insurance company receives firom its customer, the shareholders 

contribute SE for backing up the business. (For example, E is around 0.04 for the typical G.I.C. 

business.) The question of interest is: What is the expected rate of return on shareholders' 

contribution? 

For simplicity, consider that the liability is a one-year G.I.C. For each $1 received fxom the 

customer, the company needs $(1 + 8) at the end of the year to pay the customer, sales commissions 

and expenses. On the other hand, at the end of one year, the total value of assets is expected to be 

$(1 + E)(1 + y). The difference 
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$[(1 + E)(1 + y) - (1 + g)] 

belongs to the shareholders. Since the shareholders contribute $E at the beginning of the year, the 

expected ram of renn-n on sha~holders' equity (befor~ tax) is 

[(l + E)(l + y ) -  (I + g ) ] -  E 
E 

which, a fa r  simplification, is 
y - g  

Y +  E 

Notice that this pre-tax R.O.E. formula is the sum of two terms. The first term, y, is the expected 

investment net yield. The second term, (y - g)/E, is the leverage term. It is the difference between the 

investment net yield and liability gross yield divided by shareholdea's' equity expr~sseA in terms of per 

unit of customer's fund. It represents the excess yield that the shareholders expect to get by mvesung 

in the insurance company instead of just investing in the assets directly. 

Suppose that we let x denote the tax rate. Then the after-tax expected rate of return on 

shareholders' equity is 

( 1 - x ) ( y  + Y~----~g) . (1) 

Formula (1) is not a new formula. An approximate variant o f ( l )  can be found on page 584 in Volume 

41 (1989) of the Transactions of the Society of Actuaries. Formula (1) also appears on pages 928 and 

1650 in Volume 16 (1990) of the Record of the Society of Actuaries; however, the symbol E on these 

two pages is said to denote equity as a percentage of assets, not as a percentage of  liabilities. 

It is obvious that, for a fixed positive yield differential (3, - g), the lower is the equity/liability ratio 

E, the higher is the expected rate of the return on equity. However, the amount of  capital required to 

back up a line of business should be determined by the overall riskiness of the business, including the 

av.endant investment operations. That is, the requited amount of capital should be determined by the 

combined effect of the business's C-l,  C-2 and C-3 risks; see [SoA], [CLHIA MCCSR Formula], 

[Ha], [Co] and the Appendix in [Ki]. To raise capital by issuing preferred shares or subordinated 

debentures is a way to reduce shan~holders' equity and, thereby, increase the expected return on 

equity. 

Let us now suppose that, for each $1 of liability received by the insurance company, SD of 

subordinated debenture is issued and the shareholders contribute SE for backing up the business. 
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Thus for each $ I of  liability, there is $(]3 + E) of capital. (We do not use the same symbol as before to 

denote shareholders' equity because we want to emphasize thak with ~ issuing of subordinated 

indebtedness, we expect E to be less than E. In general, E = D + E.) 

Let $d denote the total yield rr, quifed to service the subordinated debenture. Again, we simply 

consider the Liability as a one-year G.I.C. For each $1 received from the customer, the company needs 

$( 1 + g) at the end of the year to pay the customer and expenses, and $D(1 + go) to repay the 

subordinated debenture and cover its issuing cost. On the other hand, at the end of the yea.r, the total 

asset value is expected to $(I + D + I~)(I + y). The difference 

(I + D + E)(I + y) - [(l + g) + D(I + go)] 

belongs to the shareholders. Since the shareholders conta"ibute $E at the beginning of the year, the 

expected rate of return on shareholders' equity Cocfom tax) is 

[(1 + D + E X 1  +y)  - (1 + g ) -  D(1 +gd )] - E 

E 

which, after simplification, is 
t~y-g0) 

y + ~ + ------fir (2) 

This pre-tax R.O.E. formula is a sum of three terms. The first term, y, is the expected investment net 

yield. The last two terms are the leverage terms. To show the leverage more clearly, let us rewrite the 

tWO te rms  aS 

Note that the "I" in the numerator stands for the $I received from the customer. Rewriting (2) as 

E(y-0) + l(y-g) + D(y-g d) 

E 

shows that the R.O.E. formula can easily be generalized to the case of mukiple asset and liability 

classes, each with a different yield rate. 

With ~ denoting the tax rate, the after-tax expected rate of return on shareholders' equity is 
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We note that (3) is also valid for the case of raising secondary capital by issuing nonconvcrtible 

preferred shares, ff gd denotes the pre-tax equivalent yield ram needed to pay the dividends on and 

issuing costs of the preferred shares. 

Remm~rks 

If we define 
1 D 

~ = 1 +--;-6-gD + 1 . - - ; - 6 g d .  

then formula (2) can be written as 
I + D  

y + E - ~ - t y -  y ), (4) 

which is essentially the same as formula (1). One can interpret 7 as an "'average" liability gross yield 

ral~. 

As E is less than E, it follows from formulas (i) and (4) that the shareholders could expect a 

higher rate of return with the issue of subordinated debentures. However, the highcr return comes 

with higher risk. Let Y denote the random variablc of asset return rate, net of investment expenses. 

The expected value of Y is y. If we assume that the other paxamel~rs are constant, the variance of the 

return on equity without issuing debentures is 

+ Var(Y), 

and thc variance of the return on equity in the presence of debentures is 

I + D , 2  
I + - - - i f - }  VarO~). 

As E is less than E, the second expression givcs a larger value than the first one. On the other hand, 

since the debcntu~s are sub<xdinatc to insurance liabilities, the policyholders' security position 

remains the same, whether the capital comes only from the sha~holdcrs or fi-om the shareholders and 

subordinamd debentures. 

For further discussion on leverage and capital structure, we refer the interested reader to [CW, 

Chapter 13] and [KR]. The Nobel Memorial Prize Lecture [MJ] is illuminating. 
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